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Chapter 6, vocabulary 3 TV programs - English is cool

Chapter 6, vocabulary 3. TV programs a cartoon a documentary a match / a game a horror film a music video a science-fiction film the news a TV series changer ... 
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Chapter 6, vocabulary 3



Breakfast



bread



toast / a piece of toast



pancakes



a waffle



butter



chocolate spread



honey



a croissant



a chocolate bun



jam



peanut butter



Chapter 6, vocabulary 3



Breakfast



cereals



a yoghurt



fruit



bacon



sausages



an egg



milk



hot cocoa



orange juice



tea



sugar



coffee
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Chapter 6, lesson 3 - English is cool 

Today was really nice. I did some work for Age UK, a charity which looks after old people.The best way to help is to visit an old person who lives alone, like Mrs ...
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Chapter 2, vocabulary 3 Family - English is cool 

Chapter 2, vocabulary 3. Family. Brother. Sister. Baby. Twins. Father / dad. Mother / mom. Parents. Grandfather. Grandmother Grandparents. Daughter. Son.
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Chapter 7, vocabulary 3 What they need - English is cool 

Chapter 7, vocabulary 3. What they need paper a pencil pens a ruler flour an oven bricks a trowel a bus a knife / knives meat medicine a comfortable chair.
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Chapter 3, lesson 3 - English is cool 

On evenings and at weekends,. My friends have just one rule: We all prefer doing things. That we don't do at school. Elizabeth loves swimming. She's always at ...
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Chapter 3, vocabulary 1 Clothes - English is cool 

a t-shirt a shirt a sweater a sweat-shirt a vest / waistcoat a tie underwear a dress a skirt a jacket a suit a coat trousers jeans shorts overalls ...
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Chapter 6, lesson 5 - English is cool 

Last night, a full moon was shining in the sky. It was a quiet and beautiful night, but it was freezing. I was walking my dog Benjy after dinner when I heard a ...
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Chapter 2, lesson 6 - English is cool 

It is a great honor for me to be mayor of our city. I am here for you and your children. Our new skate park and swimming pool make all our young citizens' lives ...
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Chapter 4, lesson 6 - English is cool 

Once upon a time, lived a boy whose name was Tom. Although he was ten years old, Tom was only one foot tall. Nevertheless, he was the bravest boy in the ...
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Chapter 3, lesson 5 - English is cool 

so sick I had to go on the deck for some fresh air. Michael told everyone I was throwing up. ... completely different language. And how surprising it was to see the ...
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Chapter 8, lesson 3 - English is cool 

What we do wrong! We consume and waste too much energy and water. We exhaust natural resources in order to produce energy. We pollute the air we breathe ...
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Chapter 1, vocabulary 2 Classroom English - English is cool 

Come in. Be quiet. Listen. Read. Write. Repeat. Sit down. Stand up. Open your files. Open the window. Close the door I don't know. I don't understand. What is ...
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Chapter 5, lesson 3 - English is cool 

It is an action and an adventure film which is set in. London. It stars Daniel Craig who plays the famous. British spy James Bond. Bond must protect MI6 which is.
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Chapter 1, lesson 3 - English is cool 

This is Robert Pattinson. He is my favourite actor and he plays Edward Cullen in the Twilight films. In 2005, he was Cedric. Diggory in the fourth Harry Potter film.
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Chapter 1, vocabulary 1 Greetings - English is cool 

Good evening. Good night. Good bye. (feel) great. (feel) bad. (be) so so. (be) fine / ok. (be) sick. (be) tired. (be) hot. (be) cold. (be) hungry. (be) thirsty.
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Chapter 5, vocabulary 2 Sport - English is cool 

dance play basketball ride a bike play football play cricket climb play table tennis play tennis swim roller skate do judo ride a horse ski ...
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Chapter 7, vocabulary 5 In a house - English is cool 

Chapter 7, vocabulary 5. In a house a fork a spoon a knife a plate a glass cutlery a sink a stove a fridge a microwave oven a dishwasher kitchen cabinets a chair.
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Chapter 9, vocabulary 1 Games and toys - English is cool 

a die / dice draughts a chess set a game of darts board games games consoles a toy soldier toy cars a toy train super hero outfits a cowboy outfit a princess outfit ...
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Chapter 7, vocabulary 1 Jobs - English is cool 

an architect a baker a bricklayer a bus driver a butcher a chemist a check-out assistant a doctor an electrician a fireman a painter a plumber a policeman.
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Chapter 8, vocabulary 1 Insects Dangerous animals - English is cool 

a wolf / wolves a snake a bear a shark a lion. Page 2. Chapter 8, vocabulary 1. Other animals a cat a cow a deer a dog a donkey a duck a fox / foxes a frog a goat.
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Chapter 5, homework - English is cool 

big guy from security opens the door. (bring) ... camera to shoot a film with the extras. 6 â€“ Chris Evans and Kristin Kreuk were on the set yesterday but security â€¦
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Chapter 9, lesson 4 - English is cool 

We thought we were safe. We thought we had nothing to fear from robots thanks to the laws of robotics. But yesterday, something unthinkable happened:.
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Chapter 8, lesson 1 - English is cool 

It has been nine years since the Congestion Charge was set up in. London. For those who still haven't heard about the Congestion Charge, it is a fee charged ...
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Chapter 7, lesson 4 - English is cool 

"If I do my homework, I'll get good grades. If I get good grades, you'll send me to college. If I go to college, I will graduate and get a job. And if I get a job, I will get ...
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Chapter 5, lesson 4 - English is cool 

Phil Drumond and his wife Becky, two American tourists, came to our country to look for our national secret treasure. I mean Nessie, of course. They came ...
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